Abstract-Information flow control (IFC) is useful in preventing information leakage during software execution. Our survey reveals that no IFC model is applied on the entire software development process. Applying an IFC model on the entire software development process offers the following features: (1) viewpoints of all stakeholders (i.e., customers and analysts) can be included and (2) the IFC model helps correcting statements that may leak information during every development phase. In addition that no IFC model is applied to the entire software development process, we failed to identify an IFC model that can reduce runtime overhead. According to the above description, we designed a new IFC model named PrcIFC (process IFC). PrcIFC is applied on the entire software development process. Moreover, PrcIFC is disabled after software testing to reduce runtime overhead.
INTRODUCTION
Information security covers many issues such as cryptography, authentication, and access control. Information flow control (IFC) is a branch of access control. It prevents information leakage during software execution. Information leakage occurs when persons or other software illegally obtain sensitive information from a software system. In general, persons can obtain information from files or output devices and software can obtain information from files. Information leakage may thus happen when sensitive information is output.
In the early days, IFC is applied in a single system. In the recent years, IFC has been applied to operating systems [1] [2] [3] , web services [4] [5] [6] [7] , and even cloud applications [8] [9] . In other words, IFC has been applied to the entire Internet. IFC is thus essential in information security. We involved in the research of IFC for years and identified that no IFC model is applied on the entire software development process. Applying IFC on the entire software development process offers the following features: (1) viewpoints of all stakeholders (i.e., customers and analysts) can be included and (2) the IFC model helps correcting statements that may leak information during every development phase. We also identified that no IFC model take runtime overhead reducing into consideration, in which the overhead is induced by embedding IFC models in software. We thus designed a new IFC model to overcome the problems mentioned above. The design is based on the following considerations:
• Embedding the IFC model into software specifications and design documents. Traditional models are embedded in software only, which may exclude the viewpoints of some stakeholders.
• Executing the specifications and design documents in which the IFC model is embedded. This execution causes the IFC correctness of specifications and design documents to be checked.
• Embedding the IFC model in the software during testing. The testing thus tests both the correctness of functions and IFC. After testing, the model is disabled to remove runtime overhead induced by IFC model.
As described in term c above, the IFC model proposed in this paper is disabled after testing. Nevertheless, software that passes the testing is not ensured to be correct. Therefore, the operating system should intercept software output information to ensure security (OS intercepts only output information because only output information may be leaked to persons or other software). In our research, we design the IFC model and let the OS interception as a future work. Since the model is applied in the entire software development process, we name it PrcIFC (process IFC). The core of PrcIFC is the same as NetIFC [10] we designed before. When designing PrcIFC, we ignored the affect of viruses and Trojan horses because they belong to other research areas. During the development of PrcIFC, we identified the following facts.
• Since only output information may be leaked (to persons or other programs), only output statements need to be controlled. As to other statements, the join operation [11] should be used to adjust variable sensitivity after execution. This adjustment prevents possible information leakage when the variable is output later.
• Information should be separated in different group for compatibility. For example, prices with the units of USD and EUR are incomparable.
According to the facts, PrcIFC controls output statements and uses join operations to adjust information sensitivity for other statements. PrcIFC presented in this paper offers the following major features:
• PrcIFC is applied on the entire software development process. Therefore, it will not exclude the viewpoints of any stakeholders and helps correcting statements that may leak information during every phase of the development.
• PrcIFC is removed when software is online, which remove runtime overhead.
II. RELATED WORK
Traditional lattice-based model [12] [13] is a MAC (mandatory access control) which is criticized as too restricted. The decentralized label model [11, 14] uses labels to mark the security levels of variables. A label is composed of policies to be simultaneously obeyed. The model in [15] uses ACLs of objects to compute ACLs of executions.
The model Trust-Serv [16] uses state machines to dynamically choose web services at run time. It uses trust negotiation [17] to select web services that can be invoked. The kernel component to determine whether a web service can be invoked is credential. The model proposed in [18] uses digital credentials for negotiation. It defines strategies for negotiation policies. SCIFC [6] uses various mechanism and algorithms to make sure whether a service chain can be successfully invoked.
Flume [1] is a decentralized information flow control (DIFC) model for operating systems. It tracks information flows in a system using tags and labels. The control granularity is detailed to processes. The secrecy tags prevent information leakage and integrity tags prevent information corruption. Flume also avoids information leaked to untrusted channel. The function of Laminar [2] is similar to that of Flume.
The model proposed in [19] uses X-GTRBAC [20] to control the access of web services. X-GTRBAC can be used in heterogeneous and distributed sites. Moreover, it applies TRBAC [21] to control the factor related to time. The model in [22] uses RBAC (role-based access control) concept [23] [24] to define policies of accessing a web service. It is a two-levelled mechanism. The first level checks the roles assigned to requesters and web services. The second level uses parameters as attributes and assigns permissions to the attributes. An authorized requester can invoke a web service only when it possesses the permissions to access the attributes.
The model in [25] identifies dependencies among I/O parameters of services to decide whether service invocations will leak information. The model in [26] offers functions to check intra-component information flows through the JIF language [27] . The model in [8] applied the Chinese Wall model [28] to control information flows in the IaaS level. As to services in the SaaS level, the model cannot control their information flows. In the recent survey of [9] , the authors especially emphasize the importance of data privacy in a cloud computing environment. They believed that information flow control is a good solution for the problem. However, the article did not propose a concrete information flow control model. According to our survey, no research applies IFC in the entire software development process and almost no one discusses runtime overhead. Figure 1 . Design philosophy of PrcIFC III. PRCIFC Figure 1 depicts the design philosophy of PrcIFC. Before describing Figure 1 , we assume that software development tools, such as the UML development platform, are trusted. Therefore, PrcIFC needs not handle possible problems induced by software development tools. Figure 1 shows that we embed PrcIFC in specifications then execute them. To execute a specification, we use our rapid prototyping language [29] to write the specification. That is, we embed PrcIFC in our prototyping language. If a specification passes the test of both functional and IFC requirements, the specification can be designed. Otherwise, the requirement should be reanalyzed. During the design, we use the target language (such as C) to write the design documents and embed PrcIFC in the documents. The documents are then executed and tested. If the design documents pass the test of both functional and IFC requirements, the design document can be implemented. Otherwise, the design activity should be repeated. During implementation, PrcIFC is embedded in the programs. The programs are then executed. If the programs pass the test of both functional and IFC requirements, the programs are released to the customers as a software system. Before the software system is online, PrcIFC is disabled to completely remove the runtime overhead. When the software is online, the OS intercepts the output of the software to check possible information leakage. However, the interception is out of the scope of this paper.
According to the description in section I, information should be associated with a mechanism to represent its sensitivity. The sensitivity should include a security level number and group. Moreover, we need a join operation to adjust the sensitivity of variables in non-output statements. In this regard, we let a variable's sensitivity be "(Sln, Gv)", in which Sln is the security level number whereas Gv is the group. We call the sensitivity a security level. Therefore, every piece of information that should be protected is associated with a security level. The definition of security levels results in a lattice. According to the lattice, only output statements are controlled strictly and other statements applies the join operation to adjust the security level of variables. . Then, PrcIFC will check the security of the output statement using the following rule:
The former part of the rule requires that the output port a and the variables b i in the variable set should be compatible. Otherwise, the outputting is illegal. The latter part requires that the security level number of the output port should be at least the same as the variables in the variable set. This prevents leaking information carried by b i to an output port. As to non-output statement, suppose a piece of information a, which is associated with a security level ) , (S If the output is allowed, P cannot access information output to Dv because SLV p < Slv Dv . Since b i derives the information output to Dv, no b i will be leaked to P. operating by a software system, (b) output to a device, or (c) output to a file. Information operating by a software system will not be leaked without output. Information output to a device will not be leaked (see Case 1) . As to the information output to a file, it will not be leaked to persons. #
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We required students to develop a simple library system using UML as the development model. The target language is C. We organized two groups of students for the experiment, in which every group was consisted of ten students. For the first group, we required students to develop the system without PrcIFC. PrcIFC was embedded in their systems during implementation. That is, the students needed not use the prototyping language to write specifications and needed not use the target language to write design documents. On the other hand, we required students in the other group to follow the process in Figure 1 to develop their software. During software development, we required the students to collect the time they develop documents. During testing, we required students to collect the number of statements that violate PrcIFC. The collected data were then averaged. Table 1 depicts the averaged data, in which the development time of the first group is normalized to one. Table 1 . Experiment result Table 1 shows that the requirement analysis and design time of the second group was more than that of the first group. This is reasonable because students in the group should write their specifications and design documents using the prototyping language and the target language, respectively. Moreover, PrcIFC should be embedded in the languages. On the other hand, the implementation time of the second group was much less because the design documents had been written in the target language. Moreover, students in the first group should embed PrcIFC in their systems. What we especially concerned is the statements that violate PrcIFC. The experiment result exercises us and we believe that PrcIFC is indeed valuable, because many statements that may leak information have been removed during software development phases before implementation.
V. CONCLUSION
Information flow control (IFC) is useful in preventing information leakage during software execution. According to our survey, we cannot identify an IFC model that is applied on the entire software development process. Applying IFC model on the entire software development process will not exclude the viewpoints of any stakeholders. Moreover, statements that may leak information can be identified during every phase of software development. The other problem of traditional IFC models is large runtime overhead. We cannot identify a model that can remove this overhead. According to the description above, we design a new IFC model named PrcIFC (process IFC). It offers the following major features:
• PrcIFC is disabled when software is online, which remove runtime overhead.
In the future, we will require students to apply PrcIFC on their exercises for checking the advantages and disadvantages of the model in depth. We hope to improve PrcIFC from the responses of students.
